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Beverly Hills, 90210 is an American teen drama television series created by Darren Star and produced by
Aaron Spelling under his production company Spelling Television.The series ran for ten seasons on
Foxâ€”originally airing from October 4, 1990, to May 17, 2000. This, the longest-running show produced by
Spelling, aired slightly longer than Dynasty.It is the first of five television series ...
Beverly Hills, 90210 - Wikipedia
The Beverly Hills, 90210 franchise comprises the ongoing timeline and shared characters that link the
American television series Beverly Hills, 90210; Melrose Place; Models Inc.; 90210; and the 2009 version of
Melrose Place.. The continuity, which progresses in real time, was introduced in 1990 with the debut of
Darren Star's teen drama Beverly Hills, 90210, which was produced by Aaron ...
Beverly Hills, 90210 (franchise) - Wikipedia
A feature documentary on the life and work of Dr. Bernard Bail, a decorated Jewish WWII veteran and
esteemed psychoanalyst. The screening will be followed by a discussion with Dr. Bail, and the film's director,
Jill Demby Guest; and special guest and film contributor, Dr. Loren Weiner
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